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2- ABSTRACT  

Despite increased attention on assessment and management, pain remains one of the most 

persistent and common symptom in clinical settings and its management remains a real challenge for 

clinicians due to unpredictable responses to medication. Pain has devastating consequences if unrelieved, 

causing numerous psychosocial responses as well as severe and detrimental impacts on patients’ quality-

of-life (QOL). Recent guidelines highlighted the importance of overcoming barriers toward effective pain 

treatment and the need to develop and implement interventions to optimally manage pain in different 

pain settings. One of the interventions could be the understanding of different factors affecting inter-

individual variability in pain perception as well as drug efficacy and reported adverse drug reactions. 

Hence, it is clear that different factors, including genetic and environmental factors, are important in 

identifying, designing, and targeting relevant interventions. Traditionally, this variability has been 

explained by differences in bioavailability, metabolism, differences in pain perception, neurophysiological 

mechanisms, socio-cultural factors, as well as pharmacogenetic factors. Indeed, many studies have 

investigated the association between non-genetic/genetic factors and the variability of response to 

treatment. Pharmacogenetics, also referred to as genotype-guided prescribing, is a new concept that aims 

to adapt medical treatments to patients’ genetic status. It allows us to understand how the genetic 

variations could be used to tailor pain management therapies while improving the QOL of patients. 

This aim of this presentation is to go over our pharmacogenetic research work on pain management in 

four different pain settings: acute post-operative nociceptive pain, chronic cancer pain, migraine pain 

and neuropathic low back pain, the ideal goal would be to increase the effectiveness of the available 

treatments and enhance the QOL of patients.  
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